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what people are saying about this book a marvelous recounting of
ethiopian and world history during those years mandatory reading for
anyone interested in third world relations and certainly for anyone
who seeks to understand contemporary ethiopian or horn of africa
affairs foreign service journal a significant primary source in its
first hand account by a meticulously observant insider foreign affairs
commands attention and respect john spencer s personal candid and
basically reliable record will have an honored place in the
contemporary annals of that tortured country times literary supplement
spencer is one of the very few living people in a position to describe
ethiopia s efforts to survive during those years library journal
spencer was privy to many important decisions of particular interest
is his account of haile sellassie s disenchantment with the u s
publisher s weekly after the hard fate which befell the emperor and
his notables spencer is maybe the only one of the old regime s key
persons still alive there is hardly a single page one would want to
miss sture linner in svenska dagbladet i found ethiopia at bay
intensely interesting sad and even tragic in the greek mode what a
series of missed opportunities anachronistic colonial arrogances and
western shortsightedness the book would be enormously instructive to
students of international relations generally lincoln gordon former
president johns hopkins university valuable indeed especially
significant is spencer s cogent analysis of the emperor himself
recommended for college university and larger public libraries choice
this book reveals the many creative solutions an african society found
for problems that people encounter when they try to establish a
democratic system of governing their affairs in much of what has been
written about africa little is ever shown of indigenous african
democratic systems under which there is distribution of authority and
responsibility across various strata of society and where warriors are
subordinated to deliberative assemblies customary laws are revised
periodically by a national convention and elected leaders are limited
to a single eight year terms of office and subjected to public review
in the middle of their term all these ideals and more are enshrined in
the five century old constitution of the oromo of ethiopia which is
the subject matter of this book in this book legesse brings into sharp
focus the polycephalous or multi headed system of government of the
oromo which is based on clearly defined division of labor and checks
and balances between different institutions revealing the inherent
dynamism and sophistication of this indigenous african political
system legasse also shows in clear and lucid language that the system
has had a long and distinguished history during which the institutions
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changed by deliberate legislation and evolved and adapted with time
amazon com through the imperial body fiona amundsen investigates the
ways in which yasukuni shrine produces and politicises historical
practices of remembrance no longer functioning as a keeper of memory
to be passively consumed by the public this shrine has come to be
remade as a combination of people s past and present analysed as a
text as a body both cultural and personal it offers a view of the end
or world war ii as literally woven into the fabric of the japanese
landscape p 4 this book highlights the facts that were not known
before the turn of the 20th century and have just started to be
understood within the framework of the recently introduced theory of
landforms and plate tectonics these point only to a single aspect of
the miraculous nature of the qur an namely its scientific notions
among an endless list of evidences that go far beyond the scope of
this publication such explicit precise and comprehensive scientific
statements provide an eloquent testimony to the belief that the qur an
is the word of the creator hence it is the basic source of divine
guidance to man at a time when all previous revelations have either
been lost or distorted in this fully updated new seventh edition mike
seeds shows students their place in the universe not just their
location but their role as planet dwellers in an evolving universe he
also emphasizes how science works as opposed to simply teaching facts
about astronomy this enthusiastic author inspires students imagination
sense of wonder and excitement about new discoveries at the same time
seeds strives to arm students with a solid understanding of the
process of science crafting a story about astronomy seeds hopes that
students will be able to ask questions of nature and gradually puzzle
out the beautiful secrets of the physical world taken as a whole earth
s oceans comprise one of its largest interacting interrelated and
interdependent systems as humans continue to impact earth systems it
is important to understand not only how the oceans operate but also
how the oceans interact with earth s other systems such as the
atmosphere biosphere and hydrosphere introductory oceanography tenth
edition is designed to introduce the non science student to perhaps
this most integrated of all physical sciences through clear
explanations abundant illustrations and compelling relevant examples
and applications new to this edition students sometimes ask common
often entertaining questions with answers new word etymons which help
demistify scientific jargon coverage of the most recent discoveries in
oceanography profiled in over 30 new feature boxes over 100 new photos
and illustrations new appendix careers in oceanography an overview of
the planets moons and other bodies of the solar system as well as
distant stars galaxies and other celestial phenomena marine geology
professor of geoiogy ph h kuenen university of groningen the
netherlands 1950 john wiley sons inc new york chapman hall limited
london copyright 1950 by john wiley sons inc all rights reserved this
book or any part thereof must not be reproduced in any form without
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the written permission of the publisher printed in the united states
of america to b g escher professor of geology university of leyden
inspiring teacher and generous friend who first directed the writers
interest towards the problems of marine geology by insuring his
appointment as geologist to the sne l us expedition preface the
geologists of the past have not always developed their science
systematically the geology of the seas has been especially neglected
but with good reason most geological subjects are readily accessible
or relatively so as respects time and money the examination of the sea
floor however means expensive and lengthy cruises as well as intricate
techniques of investigation only recently have an increas ing number
of individual workers oil companies and oceanographical institutions
embarked on a more intensive study of marine geology this neglect
still prevails in teaching in spite of the fact that most
undergraduates will later spend a major portion of their time dealing
with fossil marine sediments in one way or another as long as marine
geology remained undeveloped this lack of emphasis could be fully
justified however now that great advances in this subject have been
made there would seem to be ample reason for giving more attention to
the geological problems of the sea to this end three purposes have
been in mind while this book was being written thefirst was to
introduce university students of ge ology to an important branch of
their subject the second to pro vide a guide for geologists
oceanographers and scientists in general who wish to explore the field
of marine geology and finally to aid the advance of research by
summarizing achieved results and empha sizing the many problems still
to be solved it should be realized that this is not intended as a
source book for data but references although not complete will point
the way to whatever detailed information the reader may require
throughout emphasis has been laid on problems in the hope of
stimulating the students interest and his critical faculties i am well
aware however that this approach may have led me to make sweep ing
statements and to emphasize some subjects beyond their general
significance while neglecting others some subjects such as geo physics
of the sea floor geomorphology of coastlines descriptive petrography
of recent marine sediments and the analysis of fossil rock facies have
purposely been touched on only superficially on vii viii preface the
other hand i have given special attention to coral reefs submarine
canyons and the moluccan deep sea troughs having spent much time
myself on these subjects the present volume differs markedly from
other recent textbooks dealing with marine geology dalys the floor of
the ocean is mainly geophysical bourcarts geographie du fond des mers
geo graphical the oceans by sverdrup et al oceanographical shep ards
excellent submarine geology emphasizes geomorphological mat ters and
field techniques and there is surprisingly little duplication in our
texts not until well along with the writing didi realize how wide and
diversified is the field of marine geology had it not been for the
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generous assistance offered by several colleagues this book would
never have been brought to completion foremost among these are c o
dunbar who read the whole of the original manuscript and f p shepard
who read most of it both suggested a very substantial number of
corrections and alterations others who read some chap ters and gave
valuable advice are p groen d l inman a n jeffares gerda a neeb l m j
u v straaten and j h f umb grove water in the atmosphere and its
influence on the motion of the atmosphere the physics of clouds and
precipitation are comprehensively treated here in this final work by a
master of the subject frank ludlam s broad background and illuminating
style have combined to produce an integrated picture of atmospheric
processes tying together the many interrelated aspects of dynamical
meteorology synoptic meteorology and cloud physics this book presents
a synthesis of cloud physics ranging from the microphysics which
control particle growth through the large scale dynamics of the
atmosphere controlling air motion the physical processes from
radiation to the interaction of cloud droplets along with methods and
interpretations of measurements are discussed in a precise compact
style the mathematical analysis is clear and the exposition conveys a
three dimensional picture of airflow in an unusually lucid manner
numerous line drawings map analyses and photographs aid the reader in
visualizing the processes and phenomena discussed this book is a
reference and text for all atmospheric scientists and scholars in
related fields as well as a guidebook for those who would like to
understand something of the nature and the complexity of weather and
climate it will help the specialist put his specialty in perspective
it will help the forecaster relate weather to large scale dynamics and
through his extraordinary style frank ludlam was capable of conveying
to all readers his joy in the beauty of a sunset complementizers may
be defined as conjunctions that have the function of identifying
clauses as complements in recent years it has become increasingly
clear that they have additional functions some of these functions are
semantic in the sense that they represent conventional contributions
to the meanings of the complements the present book puts a focus to
these semantic complementizer functions
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Ethiopia at Bay
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what people are saying about this book a marvelous recounting of
ethiopian and world history during those years mandatory reading for
anyone interested in third world relations and certainly for anyone
who seeks to understand contemporary ethiopian or horn of africa
affairs foreign service journal a significant primary source in its
first hand account by a meticulously observant insider foreign affairs
commands attention and respect john spencer s personal candid and
basically reliable record will have an honored place in the
contemporary annals of that tortured country times literary supplement
spencer is one of the very few living people in a position to describe
ethiopia s efforts to survive during those years library journal
spencer was privy to many important decisions of particular interest
is his account of haile sellassie s disenchantment with the u s
publisher s weekly after the hard fate which befell the emperor and
his notables spencer is maybe the only one of the old regime s key
persons still alive there is hardly a single page one would want to
miss sture linner in svenska dagbladet i found ethiopia at bay
intensely interesting sad and even tragic in the greek mode what a
series of missed opportunities anachronistic colonial arrogances and
western shortsightedness the book would be enormously instructive to
students of international relations generally lincoln gordon former
president johns hopkins university valuable indeed especially
significant is spencer s cogent analysis of the emperor himself
recommended for college university and larger public libraries choice

Oromo Democracy
2000

this book reveals the many creative solutions an african society found
for problems that people encounter when they try to establish a
democratic system of governing their affairs in much of what has been
written about africa little is ever shown of indigenous african
democratic systems under which there is distribution of authority and
responsibility across various strata of society and where warriors are
subordinated to deliberative assemblies customary laws are revised
periodically by a national convention and elected leaders are limited
to a single eight year terms of office and subjected to public review
in the middle of their term all these ideals and more are enshrined in
the five century old constitution of the oromo of ethiopia which is
the subject matter of this book in this book legesse brings into sharp
focus the polycephalous or multi headed system of government of the
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oromo which is based on clearly defined division of labor and checks
and balances between different institutions revealing the inherent
dynamism and sophistication of this indigenous african political
system legasse also shows in clear and lucid language that the system
has had a long and distinguished history during which the institutions
changed by deliberate legislation and evolved and adapted with time
amazon com

The Imperial Body
2015

through the imperial body fiona amundsen investigates the ways in
which yasukuni shrine produces and politicises historical practices of
remembrance no longer functioning as a keeper of memory to be
passively consumed by the public this shrine has come to be remade as
a combination of people s past and present analysed as a text as a
body both cultural and personal it offers a view of the end or world
war ii as literally woven into the fabric of the japanese landscape p
4

The Geological Concept of Mountains in the
Quran
2012

this book highlights the facts that were not known before the turn of
the 20th century and have just started to be understood within the
framework of the recently introduced theory of landforms and plate
tectonics these point only to a single aspect of the miraculous nature
of the qur an namely its scientific notions among an endless list of
evidences that go far beyond the scope of this publication such
explicit precise and comprehensive scientific statements provide an
eloquent testimony to the belief that the qur an is the word of the
creator hence it is the basic source of divine guidance to man at a
time when all previous revelations have either been lost or distorted

Olympic & World Records
2001

in this fully updated new seventh edition mike seeds shows students
their place in the universe not just their location but their role as
planet dwellers in an evolving universe he also emphasizes how science
works as opposed to simply teaching facts about astronomy this
enthusiastic author inspires students imagination sense of wonder and
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excitement about new discoveries at the same time seeds strives to arm
students with a solid understanding of the process of science crafting
a story about astronomy seeds hopes that students will be able to ask
questions of nature and gradually puzzle out the beautiful secrets of
the physical world

Horizons
1973

taken as a whole earth s oceans comprise one of its largest
interacting interrelated and interdependent systems as humans continue
to impact earth systems it is important to understand not only how the
oceans operate but also how the oceans interact with earth s other
systems such as the atmosphere biosphere and hydrosphere introductory
oceanography tenth edition is designed to introduce the non science
student to perhaps this most integrated of all physical sciences
through clear explanations abundant illustrations and compelling
relevant examples and applications new to this edition students
sometimes ask common often entertaining questions with answers new
word etymons which help demistify scientific jargon coverage of the
most recent discoveries in oceanography profiled in over 30 new
feature boxes over 100 new photos and illustrations new appendix
careers in oceanography

Anatomy of the Earth
1978

an overview of the planets moons and other bodies of the solar system
as well as distant stars galaxies and other celestial phenomena

Introductory Oceanography
1992

marine geology professor of geoiogy ph h kuenen university of
groningen the netherlands 1950 john wiley sons inc new york chapman
hall limited london copyright 1950 by john wiley sons inc all rights
reserved this book or any part thereof must not be reproduced in any
form without the written permission of the publisher printed in the
united states of america to b g escher professor of geology university
of leyden inspiring teacher and generous friend who first directed the
writers interest towards the problems of marine geology by insuring
his appointment as geologist to the sne l us expedition preface the
geologists of the past have not always developed their science
systematically the geology of the seas has been especially neglected
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but with good reason most geological subjects are readily accessible
or relatively so as respects time and money the examination of the sea
floor however means expensive and lengthy cruises as well as intricate
techniques of investigation only recently have an increas ing number
of individual workers oil companies and oceanographical institutions
embarked on a more intensive study of marine geology this neglect
still prevails in teaching in spite of the fact that most
undergraduates will later spend a major portion of their time dealing
with fossil marine sediments in one way or another as long as marine
geology remained undeveloped this lack of emphasis could be fully
justified however now that great advances in this subject have been
made there would seem to be ample reason for giving more attention to
the geological problems of the sea to this end three purposes have
been in mind while this book was being written thefirst was to
introduce university students of ge ology to an important branch of
their subject the second to pro vide a guide for geologists
oceanographers and scientists in general who wish to explore the field
of marine geology and finally to aid the advance of research by
summarizing achieved results and empha sizing the many problems still
to be solved it should be realized that this is not intended as a
source book for data but references although not complete will point
the way to whatever detailed information the reader may require
throughout emphasis has been laid on problems in the hope of
stimulating the students interest and his critical faculties i am well
aware however that this approach may have led me to make sweep ing
statements and to emphasize some subjects beyond their general
significance while neglecting others some subjects such as geo physics
of the sea floor geomorphology of coastlines descriptive petrography
of recent marine sediments and the analysis of fossil rock facies have
purposely been touched on only superficially on vii viii preface the
other hand i have given special attention to coral reefs submarine
canyons and the moluccan deep sea troughs having spent much time
myself on these subjects the present volume differs markedly from
other recent textbooks dealing with marine geology dalys the floor of
the ocean is mainly geophysical bourcarts geographie du fond des mers
geo graphical the oceans by sverdrup et al oceanographical shep ards
excellent submarine geology emphasizes geomorphological mat ters and
field techniques and there is surprisingly little duplication in our
texts not until well along with the writing didi realize how wide and
diversified is the field of marine geology had it not been for the
generous assistance offered by several colleagues this book would
never have been brought to completion foremost among these are c o
dunbar who read the whole of the original manuscript and f p shepard
who read most of it both suggested a very substantial number of
corrections and alterations others who read some chap ters and gave
valuable advice are p groen d l inman a n jeffares gerda a neeb l m j
u v straaten and j h f umb grove
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The Space Atlas
2008-11

water in the atmosphere and its influence on the motion of the
atmosphere the physics of clouds and precipitation are comprehensively
treated here in this final work by a master of the subject frank
ludlam s broad background and illuminating style have combined to
produce an integrated picture of atmospheric processes tying together
the many interrelated aspects of dynamical meteorology synoptic
meteorology and cloud physics this book presents a synthesis of cloud
physics ranging from the microphysics which control particle growth
through the large scale dynamics of the atmosphere controlling air
motion the physical processes from radiation to the interaction of
cloud droplets along with methods and interpretations of measurements
are discussed in a precise compact style the mathematical analysis is
clear and the exposition conveys a three dimensional picture of
airflow in an unusually lucid manner numerous line drawings map
analyses and photographs aid the reader in visualizing the processes
and phenomena discussed this book is a reference and text for all
atmospheric scientists and scholars in related fields as well as a
guidebook for those who would like to understand something of the
nature and the complexity of weather and climate it will help the
specialist put his specialty in perspective it will help the
forecaster relate weather to large scale dynamics and through his
extraordinary style frank ludlam was capable of conveying to all
readers his joy in the beauty of a sunset

Marine Geology
1980

complementizers may be defined as conjunctions that have the function
of identifying clauses as complements in recent years it has become
increasingly clear that they have additional functions some of these
functions are semantic in the sense that they represent conventional
contributions to the meanings of the complements the present book puts
a focus to these semantic complementizer functions

Clouds and Storms
2016-07-11
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